
      

              Printable Heat Transfer Decal Foil  
 

    Printable Heat Transfer Decal Foil that can be used by Eco-Solvent printers and cutters, such as Mimaki 

CJV150, Roland Versa CAMM VS300i, Versa Studio BN20, or Latex ink, UV ink for all your craft projects. 

Personalize and customize your project by printing unique designs on our decal foil. Transfer decals foil onto No 

surface treatment (Un-Coated) ceramic tile, marble, porcelain cup, ceramic mug, glass, crystal stone, Aluminum 

plate, metal, plastic materials and other hard surface 

  

HSFS-300S Printable Decal Metallic  

 

HSFD-300S Printable Decal Opaque  

 

How to transferred by heat press 

craft projects Mug heat press Roller heat press Flatbed heat press 

porcelain cup 155 ~ 165°C X 60~120 sec 155 ~ 165°C X 60sec, 3~6 cycle 155 ~ 165°C X 60sec 

plastic cup 155 - 165°C X 15~30 sec 155 ~ 165°C X 60sec, 3cycle 155 - 165°C X 35sec 

Aluminum cup 155 - 165°C X60~120 sec  155 ~ 165°C X 60sec, 3~6 cycle 155 - 165°C X 35sec 

    

The information contained herein is believed to be reliable, but no representations, guarantees or warranties of any kind are made as to its accuracy, suitability 

for particular applications or the results to be obtained. The information is based on laboratory work with small-scale equipment and does not necessarily 

indicate end product performance. Because of the variations in methods, conditions and equipment used commercially in processing these materials, no 

warranties or guarantees are made as to the suitability of the products for the applications disclosed. Full-scale testing and end product performance are the 

responsibility of the user.  

 

Standard Dimensions 

50cm x 30 M roll, 100cm X 30 M /roll, other dimensions and special background colors available on request. 
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